
Naptime Story 

Date: ____/____/_____ 

Name: _____________ 

Read the questions and answer choices
and choose the correct answer!

1. How does the author use the word spine in the
story?

A. to mean a mat or rug

B. to mean the back of an animal

C. to mean fall asleep

2. How do you think the author chose which
characters to have in the story?

A. The author picked animals that can be pets.

B. The author picked animals by the sounds they make.

C. The author picked animals by their size.

3. How do the pictures in the story help you
understand the story ending?

A. It shows all the animals sleeping in the same place.

B. It shows the animals in a pile from small to big.

C. It shows how the animals got in through the window.

4. Which of the characters sneaks on top of the
pile?

A. the mouse

B. the cat

C. the butterfly

5. How does the author use the word doze in the
story?

A. to tell how the animals get on the pile

B. to tell that the animals want to take a nap

C. to tell that some of the animals snore

6. Which words in the story help you to sense
how big the elephant is?

A. Trumpets the elephant

B. A huge elephant

C. THUMP, SHAKE, THUMP, SHAKE

7. What is the problem at the end of the story?

A. The elephant does not want to nap with the other
animals.

B. The elephant is too big to get on top of the pile of
animals.

C. The elephant trumpets and wakes up the other
animals.

Quiz: Reading Comprehension 
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